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The Story of M Rafay

(Episode 8)

I had lost all hope of finding the wandering

shadow. I was engulfed by darkness and felt

a strange fear in my heart. My friends were

lost and I could still not believe what had

happened. Was this all a dream?



done that himself, he wondered. But

what about the strange feeling he had

that they should all be present at that

moment on that place; his intuition was

after all usually correct.



But it seemed so real. Just a few moments

ago I had been chasing a person who held a

deep similarity to my old friend and then he

began to climb the stairs of the tomb just

like in my dreams and suddenly I called out

to him and found myself surrounded by

darkness.



“Was it meant to happen?” his mind

questioned him, “Why couldn’t I guess

who would turn out to be that nightmarish monster.”



I felt a strange fear and my heart began to

vibrate wildly in my chest. I realized that I

had fallen down on my knees in this whole

event and then footsteps approached and I

looked at the person who beheld a strange

aura of light around him and gasped ,

“You...”



Oz ran as fast as he could into the jumble of

wild, dry and wicked looking trees that

were grouped together to form a dark forest. He could feel someone following him

and it gave him strength even though he

was out of breath. He fell down by tripping

over a root and staggered to get up. Images

of the recent few moments kept flashing

back in his mind.

He believed he had made a great mistake by

making his friends come to the mall to get

the daily need requirements. He could have



Obviously Oz was worried about the

fearsome monster Moosa had become.

The event flashed in his mind for about a

hundredth time.

Moosa’s roar ripped across the wind as

he said, “Ozzzzz.”

He then blamed Oz for the hideous monster he had become with a huge body,

supporting tentacles on different part

covered with slime; One eye dangled out

loosely from the socket.

What really planted trepidation in his

heart was when Moosa covered himself

in sparks, for Oz knew that these were

sparks of magic and he began to wonder

how Moosa had learned magic and how

could he know Oz’s powers. There was

only one answer that Oz knew and it was

not comforting.

As sparks disappeared from the body, Oz

who stood pale in one corner said, “You

are the One. I… How could I be so stupid.

Why didn’t I see this!” said Oz.
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Moosa smiled in a very ugly way and approached Oz. who looked pretty much defeated. Oz looked at Rafay and said, “Rafay I

am sorry for bringing you here. I did not expected this.”



magically. Hassan began to fire at Moosa with

his shotgun, but Moosa merrily smiled and

said, “Have you changed the party Hassan?”



Then Moosa’s tentacles hit Oz with a terrible smack throwing Oz over a sign board

from where he dropped on the ground

completely limp. Oz’s hand shook weakly

and he stood up. The wound healed quickly

and he managed a smile while Moosa

roared.



Moosa grunted and then said, “Easy boy you

don’t want me to hurt you.”



“So the virus doesn’t affect you does it. But

what if I infect your magical system. Mutate

it into a magical disease….,” said Moosa

snarling wickedly showing his sharp teeth

on the rotting gums.

“No you cannot do that. You must not do

that… Have sense Moosa. You will destroy

everything...even yourself.”

However Moosa paid no heed to Oz’s plea

and muttering something, he closed his eye,

then opened it and a surge of power passed

through him enlightening him with violet

glow and then Moosa’s body contracted and

the surge of power came out flying towards

Oz who dodged it in the last second like a

greased lightening and hit a tree which

burst in flames. Oz face burned with terror

and he backed a few steps and then began

to run leaving his friends alone to face the

monster; perhaps for the first time in his

life, Oz felt defeated.



We all stood agape as Oz left us… left us at

the hands of this vicious undefeatable Monster who could harm us both physically and



“I have no acquaintance with a monster. Get it

Moosa.”



However Hassan began to fire again this time

at his head, the blast hit Moosa on his dangling eye and he screamed in pain but the

pain was certainly temporary for Moosa got

up in a few seconds, jumped at Hassan and

grabbed him. Moosa opened his mouth to

take a good big bite out of the struggling Hassan when Rushna fired a blast from the grenade launcher that was embedded in her motorcycle and the force of that feiry blast

caused Moosa to stumble back and fall

though not dead for he again groaned.

“Rafay, quickly behind me. Faiq, go find Oz

and take necessary measured to avoid this

monster. Hassan, you grab that cycle and just

flee. NOW,” said Rushna.

As I approached the motor bike, someone

started to shoot at me though he missed and

then a great tentacle tried to hit the bike

though Rushna moved away with great agility, just then the world started to go dark and

a strange forest seemed to erupt around me

and at the same instance Moosa started to

run away, as if he feared that forest. I looked

towards Rushna who beckoned me to come

to her but then I saw him and I began to run

for this time I was certain that this was not a

dream, while glancing back at Rushna who

drove away with Hassan cycling behind her.
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Through the dark forest I ran behind the figure shining in white. In my heart I knew that

I will find the answers to many of my

queries. The darkness around me struck a

strange fear in my heart. As the figure

climbed up the tomb I began to climb as well

and this time I entered the arc, the doorway

to this shining figure to find my self in another field of darkness.



touching melody that calmed his brain.

There were no words, just music and soon

a light began to appear slowly in the darkness and he noticed that the glow came

from the halo of light around a person. As

his eyes recognized the approaching figure

he fell to his feet with shaking legs and

cried, “Master Osama.”



“You! So it was you after all,” I said.



Oz did not look up. Osama hit his chest

with his palm and Oz fell back in the wall

of the room that was visible in Osama’s

halo of light. At the same moment Osama

pointed his hands in the air and with a

deafening roar, a blue fire began to

emerge in the lanterns that were present

all around the room. With this in a great

and heavy voice Osama spoke, “You failed

in locating and preventing the spread of

the virus, a mistake that has created a big

problem for us and can you guess what

that is... CAN YOU OZ? “



However the figure in a serious voice said,

”Stand Rafay.”

“Osama. What is this all, Where am I?”

“This is the candle.”

“The what?”

“Didn’t you observe the structure of this

building,” then looking at my confused expression he said, "Its shape is like a candle at

the end of its life and it lights when there is

less despair in the world.”

“Tell me the truth Osama for I have had

enough of this twisted world .”

Osama looked at Rafay who noticed that his

friend looked too pale. Then he smiled and

said, “Indeed… we have many things to discuss Rafay. I hope you are prepared to listen

and understand.”



As Oz tried to catch his breath, the world

suddenly turned pitch black. Oz erected himself in the darkness and tried to make out his

surroundings but there was nothing, just air.

He remained quiet and started to move in

the darkness when soon he heard a heart



Osama approached Oz and said, “Oz you

have disappointed me.”



“Rafay,” replied Oz in whimper.

“Secondly you failed to prevent Moosa in

his transformation. You failed to find the

hidden piece of the magical ones in time.

What do you have to say for that? Can you

imagine what a big anarchy this has created?”

“But Master…,” Oz tried to speak but Osama cut him in.

“Furthermore, Oz you abandoned your

friends to deal with a monster even you

could not defeat but I accept fear as something in front of which even the bravest
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man can fall. What has angered me most is

that you have lost hope in love.”

Oz looked up gasping and saw his Master in

rage, though he felt confused at the change

of topic. “Love?”

“Yes Love. Love that is precious and is like a

diamond which has many faces. I can understand that after so many missions and hardships suffered together, you and Zee have

grown quite closer yet you loose hope that

you will ever win her heart.”

Oz nodded sheepishly and Osama slapped

him. “So this is it. This is what you call love.

You are jealous and worried at heart. Even

the coming of Faiq troubles you when you

know that in her heart she has always

thought him as her brother.”

“Master Osama, she cannot decide what to

do. In my heart it seems that she will never

be able to decide and time will pass away.”

“Listen Oz, unless you both don’t form the

bond, you will never be complete for you

know what you are and how she has been

revived from the past. You have been given

ample time and you will be given more, however you must act before it is too late.”

“I have to ask you something?”

“Once a student always a student. Ask!”

“Who killed Shanzah and who is involved in

tracking us for the organization.”

“Alas Oz for that you must wait and be patient. The answers will come to you when

there is time.”

With this Oz was back in the woody area and

he saw what was quite unexpected. Bent
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over him, caressing his face was a glorious

light with big beautiful eyes and sleek and

long black hair.

“Zee!” said Oz quite shocked.

“Oh Oz thank God you’re okay. I was so

worried.”

“What happened,? How did you find me?”

“You have been lost for hours. Rushna came

back and told me the whole story, I just

couldn’t let you be alone in this dark place.”

“Zee you have been always a real help.”

“No problem Oz we’re friends remember.”

“Zee! Don’t leave me. I feel empty, lost and I

may not survive for long.”

“Why do you say that Oz. I am with you.”

Oz extended his arms and enclosed Zee’s

face in them. “Forever and Always,” he said

increasing Zee’s sentence.

“Don’t you love me. See in you heart. I will

follow you day and night if I have to for you

are my Sun. For me nothing is precious

than you and you will always be a part of

me.”

“Oz” muttered Zee breathily and looked into his eyes when the forest shook with a

roar and suddenly Oz and Zee were surrounded by monsters.”

Oz stood up looking at the approaching

mob and muttered, “We are going to be

dead.”
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Over the sand dunes white under the light of

the full moon,, a man rode on a horse in full

speed. Not far ahead he could see a number of

lights; his destination. Infact he could clearly

see the fires and lanterns burning in this camp

and as he grew closer he could witness some

people on guard, while some were gathered

around a fire listening to tales or discussing

important matters.

“Oi stop. Who are you? Name your business!”

shouted one of the guards holding a long

spear.

The man stopped but did not get off the horse

and beckoned the guard to come closer. The

guard suspiciously went to the man who

showed him something on his arm upon which

the guard gave him a side signaling the other

guard to let the man pass.

The man quickly rode through the camp finally arriving at his desired camp which was

huge and white. Two guards were guarding it

who became alert upon the arrival of this visitor however the man, whose face was completely hidden by a veal, simply showed them

a sign upon his right hand and one of the

guards entered the camp.

Soon the guard came out and gave way to the

man bowing slightly. The man entered silently

in the camp which was lit with special white

lights. Every inch was covered in books and

scrolls and in one corner sat an old man in

white robes sitting in the corner over a desk

working silently. He raised his head and got up



to greet the man warmly. The old man was

wrinkled and bent with age but held a grace

in his movement and face; His eyes beheld a

very curious sharpness in them.

The man said, “Al-Kazim! Master! I have

found it, the search which we began is nearly complete.”

“Really Son. After all these years you have

done what I could not do in my youth but

how did you came across it.,” said the old

man.

“You were right in one thing, the location

was around the red patch. You just missed

it,” replied the man sitting down over the fat

cushion and spreading his feet over the rug.

“Haroon, tell me more of your adventure,”

commanded the old man.

“Its kind of a long tale but Ill try my best to

keep it short,” said Haroon and after a

pause, he said, “After I set out from here I

wandered for days, meeting many troubles

in my path. There are legends of this desert

that I have seen come true and furthermore

I suffered troubles even more horrible than

imagination could grasp but with luck and

determination, I escaped.

“ I met many searchers and even discovered

the point from which many searchers could

not go further until I finally grasped the riddle that led me to the wonder of wonders.

Indeed you were correct about it but the

journey to this new desert was even more
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perilous and fearsome then you can believe.”

“My God, your description has made my heart

desire to hear the whole story but tell me the

details about the wonder of wonders, the place

that would put many out of misery yet turn out

to be a trouble for the fools who venture into

things they know nothing about.”

“Indeed, my journey, the answers to my questions and riddles took me from the ancient ruins of The Great City, now filled with terrible

beasts and spirit to the Marshy lands of Abu

Daud. Finally from the Twisty Caves I came upon the Desert with Red Light and from its centre I travelled East for Eight Days. On the final

day, I was dying with thirst and hunger for my

supply had finished completely. If had fallen

then, I would have become a feast for the hungry zombie people who reside in that land under the Dark Magic of some Evil Wizard.”

“Perhaps, they were there to protect the treasure from the living eyes.”

“No they bore a Mark upon their Faces which

is typical of only a dark wizard. However listen

when finally luck favored me and as night approached and I rode in hunger over my exhausted and loyal horse when the world began

to twist before my eyes and I knew that I was

about to die but then as if I am pulled in by

same force and as senses returned to my eyes,

I saw a single path in front of me and Rest of

the area had turned into a molten Light Gold

shining brightly. Suddenly I jumped back nearly falling in the molten liquid as big balloon

size drops of molten Gold popped out of the

sea and fell back in it. I began to ride quickly

upon the path that had opened up for me. Soon

I was at the gates over which a script was
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carved warning all adventurers from refraining the idea of entering the city for

few man had ever escaped the wonders

of that city. Yet I entered the city while

the gates closes behind me.

“I cannot explain, how startled I was at

seeing the best example of Architecture

ever. The place must have been built by

angels for it boasted of buildings touching the sky made of gold and fitted with

most precious gems like diamond and

rubies, saphires and emeralds. The carvings and designs on them so beautiful

and unique that they became uncomparable to anything made by any other

great architiect of this world.

“What surprised me was the presence of

skeletons of different shapes and types

that kept disappearing. Perhaps they

were to strike fear in my heart or warn

me to not get lost in the beauty of the

town. Perhaps that was the reason of

their death, otherwise there were no visible people in that town. I found food in

the gardens which were also made of

gold but it was eatable. I kept exploring

this place that was on this Earth yet did

not seem to be path of this Earth. Master

I have come to take you there for no man

so learned as you should die without

seeing this wonder. Won’t you come

with me Master?”

A shine came in Al-Kazim’s eyes and he

said, “You can take me there?”

“Yes but I must warn you the way back is

extremely difficult.”

Al-Kazim jumped as he saw his life long
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dream coming true. He said, “For years I have

searched and finally the time has come to see

the great wonder. I must prepare the camp,

we must leave tomorrow.”



Over the Sand Dunes in the cool early morning a long line of camels moved being led by a

horse rider whose face was veiled. Six men

supported over their bulky shoulders a small

tent in which sat an old man remembering

events from past and smiling at the success

he was about to have at what he thought the

end of life. Once he captures that place, he

would change the world.

Time passed and the heat became scorching

when they reached a place with red sands, a

place supposed to carry a bloody history. A

place accursed by the Bedouin Elders ages

ago. Finally their route changed East and the

Desert of Red Light continued. Day passed

and the camp went into hiding at night upon

order of their old chief who had promised

them invaluable wealth. Finally they were

able to witness zombies walking in the desert

guarding its paths. With a slow pace the camp

moved out of the Desert.

Finally on Ninth day, the chief woke when he

heard shouts of people and he jumped out of

his tent in excitement. What he discovered

that his guide had fallen dead and people

were moving away from him. He went to the

body and a sharp stank hit his nose causing

him to jump several steps back. Finally covering his face with a cloth he removed the viel

and saw a rotten corpse covered with insects.

Al Kazim felt he would vomit when a scroll

fell into his hands. He backed away and
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opened it. It was Addressed to him with

a small story.

“Dear Master Al-Kazim, for how long I

have wandered in this cursed land, I

have lost count. I hate now each and everything that this land withholds.

Love of wealth and power brought me

nothing but isolation and misery just as

all its previous victims. I have searched

for perhaps years a way to get out. The

place is ruled by devils who are unseen

until you are tired of the wonders of this

city.

Just when I know I am about to die, luck

has favored me and I have found a way

to destroy this City of Gold. My only wish

is that my story should reach you so that

you may append to your ways for you

have still time. FAREWELL.

A tear escaped the old man’s eyes as he

saw his dreams shatter and he got up

and looked at the people who waited for

his orders. One of the man approached

him and said, “Well chief”

But the chief stood there staring at them

for his dreams and life long believes had

shattered. Wishful thinking and desire of

Wealth had brought him nothing and it

was why it is said to lead a simple life

and stay away from greed.
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Book List

1. The Lord of the Rings

The revolutionary Tale of the fantasy Genre written by JRR Tolkien. It is the

yet the Third Most sold Novel ever in the English World. It is an epic tale of

man and good being struggling against the forces of darkness while a hobbit

struggles to destroy the Evil Ring of the Dark Lord Sauron.



2. The Game Of Thrones

Written by George RR Martin, This book is the greatest fantasy tale of this

age. This is the first book of his Song of Fire and Ice saga situated in a world

as old as Middle Earth and so dangerous that not even the Heroes are safe

from being axed out.



3. The Name of the Winds

Kyothe: Wizard, Warrior and Villain of a thousand tales, but behind the legend

there is a simple story of a boy, a woman and a world that will never be same

again. Written by Patrick Rothfuss, it is a story of a boy who dares to challenge

destiny.



4. The Way of Kings

This is one of the best fantasy books of 2010, hands down. The Way of Kings is

Brandon Sanderson's best work so far so If you have not yet read The Way of

Kings, this should be the next book you read.



5. The Blade itself

The Blade Itself is a rousing new entry to the fantasy genre and book 1 of the First

Law trilogy. Joe Abercrombie takes all the classic fantasy conventions and spins them

into something new.
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IMAX CAMERAS



1.An IMAX camera inside a display case at the National Media Museum, Bradford, UK. 2.Outside of the

IMAX dome in Tijuana, Baja California, México. 3.Planetario Alfa, Museum, Astronomical observatory and

IMAX Dome system, Monterrey, N.L., México.



IMAX is a motion picture film format and a set of cinema projection standards created

by the Canadian company IMAX Corporation. IMAX has the capacity to record and display images of far greater size and resolution than conventional film systems. It is the

most widely used system for special-venue film presentations. As of March 2012, there

are 643 IMAX theatres in 52 countries.

Tiger Child, the first IMAX film, demonstrated at Expo '70 in Osaka, Japan. The first

permanent IMAX was in the Cinesphere at Ontario Place in Toronto in 1971. During Expo '74 in Spokane, Washington, a very large IMAX screen that measured 90 × 65 m

(300 × 213 ft) was featured in the US Pavilion. The first permanent IMAX Dome installation, the Eugene Heikoff and Marilyn Jacobs Heikoff Dome Theatre at the Reuben H.

Fleet Science Center, opened in San Diego's Balboa Park in 1973. It doubles as a planetarium. The first permanent IMAX 3D theatre was built in Vancouver, British Columbia,

it was located at the tip of Canada Place, a Vancouver landmark.

IMAX has become a topic of great interest among Hollywood Directors but due to technical difficulties feature films can only partially be shot. Christopher Nolan’s “The Dark

Knight” features six sequences (a total of 30 minutes) shot using IMAX. According to

the film's press notes, this was the "first time ever that a major feature film has been

even partially shot using IMAX cameras". In addition, Nolan chose to edit some of the

IMAX sequences using the original camera negative, which by eliminating generation

loss, raised the film resolution of those sequences up to 18 thousand lines. Since now

Nolan’s “The Dark Knight Rises” has set a record for shooting sequences of about 72

minutes in total.
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